Obama Era
Dear Mr. President
Letter 6: Time to Clean
Is your road going to get easier if the people never bring up the nation’s major
health bill? What plan will mend the true hurt that brings a major rift in this
nation? A plan in this nation says, “Great freedom is given by doing whatever plan
the people long to move in.” But what brings greater freedom than healing in body,
soul, and spirit? I can say that this will not be taken well. Too much freedom will
not bring true fulfillment.
The pursuit of being a happy way has made this nation train in their binging ways,
never having enough of anything that is given into their bodies. Can a nation heal
when they don’t have their One True God to worship? How can there be a will in
pleasing the people by giving such fake freedom to worship whatever you have as
your own god? “To each his own,” some would say, yet many do not see how
another person can greatly influence their own way of living. So, if you say it is
okay to drink a certain beverage, then is it okay for every person alive in your
nation to drink this same beverage? What if that beverage is a drug-filled drink
with addictive traits, keeping their loyal drinkers with a constant need? What if
your new invention caters to those who are legally under the law’s acceptable age
to partake? Would you have the good judgment to follow a person’s invention
based on a government voting system that uses flawed perception, which would, in
turn, make that invention a binding contract for the nation to follow? It’s because
laws, amendments, and additions are not based on guidance from the Great God,
who can steer the nation with true seeing.
Many blame the President of the United States for their own illness based on
needing a figure separate from themselves, who would take their guilt and blame.
What if each person changes who they worship and all take on worshipping the
same God? “That does not truly seem fair,” many would say, yet the people will
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turn against a figure over their nation and blame him for the way they misused
their own body. They misuse their bodies in this way to indulge in whatever plan
fits within that inner pain that can only be filled with a God who will be able to
change things. They will need to know that there is a way to engage the God of the
universe. The way to engage is in spirit and in truth.
Will taking in salvation bring a change in the healthcare structure? Only if every
person takes a moment to walk forward and enter this Kingdom of God. Sitting
undecided on government issues will not change you. In reality, sitting undecided
will change everyone who meets with you. In the Kingdom, there is a different
way to place up an order. God filters into His Kingdom citizens and causes their
spirits to drink Kingdom purpose. There, in the spirit part of the person, God gives
His purpose for each human. How? Through spiritual birth. Each person will learn,
but each person will not engage after the introduction.
What is your purpose, Mr. President? To heal a wounded person who uses their
skin color to win a race battle. If the people let God heal them, they will stop
looking to eat their way to fulfillment. If people will turn from the church rituals
and drink straight from the River King Jesus, they will enter a true refreshing. If
they, referring to any who feel a dark race, if they would humble themselves before
God’s hand and let Him take them into healing, then the Black race would give out
ways to heal. Within the Black race, there is a racial battle against how light or
dark the skin would need to be accepted. A battle rages within the person of a dark
way; they cannot heal from how the White race has made the “white way” a
leading way. Please have a look and see; I am a woman of three heritages. Many
will not forgive what the White race did in slavery ways under the nation’s
protection.
These human laws are faulty. And with each amendment, another human plan
leads how the people are to carry themselves. If the law were perfect, would there
ever be additions to give freedom to each person’s heart? But what gauge is
measuring the heart of the person voting? How can any human have a right heart
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without a Partner who can always give a consistent heart of what is better? The
Kingdom is maintained with Kingdom attributes, not whims. But if a politician
would come and present ways to start removing toxins from the public, he or she
will see a way to create a “black hole” geared to take in only the poison, leaving
the human. If a prophet could hear God, would that nation give an ear?
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